Developed for professional dive teams, the TAC-200 Diver Swim Board is smaller and lighter than the original TAC-100 Diver Navigation Board. The TAC-200 is accurate and easy to navigate using an easy to follow underwater compass. The larger compass dial makes navigating easy even in the poorest visibility. The latest in luminous technology allows divers to operate in the dark for 6-8 hours.

The TAC-200 can be supplied with analog instrumentation, in feet or meters, or go digital using the DG100 depth gauge and timer.

### Ordering Part Numbers

- **TAC-200AI** Complete Navigation Board with Analog Imperial Depth Gauge (0-80ft) & Dive Chronometer
- **TAC-200AM** Complete Navigation Board with Analog Metric Depth Gauge (0-25m) and Dive Chronometer
- **TAC-200D** Complete Navigation Board with Digital Depth Gauge & Timer
- **TAC200-1/2** Navigation Board with Underwater Compass
- **TAC200-1/2/4** Navigation Board with Underwater Compass and Carrying Bag
- **TAC200-1** Bare Navigation Board
- **TAC200-2** Underwater Compass
- **TAC200-4** Carrying Bag

---

**TAC-200D**

### SPECIFICATIONS

- **Size of Board:** 10.75” L (27.3cm)
- 6” W (15.2cm)
- 1.5” H (3.8cm)
- **Weight in Air:** 1.89lbs (0.86 kg)
- **Board Material:** Black ABS

**TAC200-2 COMPASS**

- **Compass Card Tilt:** 20°
- **Compass Card:** 3.2”, Black with Luminous Bearing Marks
- **Luminous Properties:** 6 to 8 Hours
- **Size:** 4.2” Dia (10.7cm)
- 2.7” H (6.8cm)

**ANALOG DEPTH GAUGES**

- **Imperial Model:** 0 to 80ft
- **Metric Model:** 0 to 25m
- **Max Depth Marker:** Resettable Tell-Tale
- **Face:** Black with Luminous White Numerals
- **CERT:** EN 13319

**DIVE CHRONOMETER**

Casio G-Shock Watch with Lap Timer

**DG100 DIGITAL DEPTH GAUGE & TIMER**

0-330 ft / 0-100m
Leg, Dive & Surface Timer